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Built from contributed ratings and reviews of more than 7,500 small business owners across 8,000 communities in North America, helping hundreds of thousands of their peers on Alignable to make more informed buying decisions.

Wind at Their Back

--

Call LinkedIn, "JusOn
Timberlake" cuz they're 'nsync
with SMBs

--

SMBs are super INSTArested in
Instagram

--

They’re
No
man PINTERESTed,
in a yellow hattoo.
could save
We’re
not lazy
this for
monkey
making
from
falling
the
same
a few
joke
branches
twice. #haterz

WordPress has been listening to
Queen too much and is “Under
WORDPRESSure”

55

SMBs think TwiIer is a
#heavyhiIer with @Jack back at
the helm

--

MailChimp vs. The Other Email
https://youtu.be/j-cSapfHSKw
MarkeOng
PlaPorms (CLICK
HERE- you’re welcome)

48

The champion of “Shop
Small” conOnues to stand
tall
Some “fresh” “waves” are
gaining momentum behind the
leader in the space
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Enabling SMBs is as easy as
the “Alphabet”

Authorize is no longer on the
rise, but deﬁnitely sOll a threat

Both of @Jack’s businesses
are in the top 10
#CEOLegend

39

No movement here for the
CRM plaPorm, but sOll
holding strong
Johnny Utah and Bodhi
would catch this gnarly
“wave”
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31
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Have you ever tried to catch
a monkey? We did once. The
hospital bill wasn’t preIy.

Against the Wind
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25

46

Who wouldn’t want to
“StayPals” with PayPal?

Cool Breeze

Facebook’s army of chatbots
aIacked us and stabilized their
posiOon
The owl is sOll perched on a
solid branch. Albeit, a
slightly lower one.

Biggest gainer last quarter
but sOll progress to be made

-3

We hear you, Main Street.
We couldn’t even get on
their app marketplace.

-8

A cable company with a
negaOve NPS? No way…

-12

GoDaddy’s best-in-class
customer service is their
secret sauce

21

-66
--

Foursquare: the game you
played when you weren’t
picked for a real sport at recess

--

If you take the “fun” out of
“crowdfunding”, it’s just
“crowding”. Who likes that?

-59

21

SMBs have a blank space
and they’re wriOng
Squarespace’s name #tswib

Groupon moves up 5 spots?
Say it with us: “Make America
Groupon Again!”

-61

When you are a cash machine,
does NPS really maIer that
much to you?

-61

They moved up a point? On
track to hit 0 in 16 more
years…

-65

Customer service deﬁnitely
isn’t Comcast’s problem… said
nobody ever.

—

19

14

The compeOOon can’t
“stopify” Shopify’s
momentum
Staying “fresher” than
Carlton Banks. SOll a ways to
go to be the Prince.

Data represents running, cumulative report of SMB sentiment of vendors and providers from more than 7,500 ratings. Relative position changes from this quarter to the prior quarter were generated from the 20% net new ratings added to the database in the quarter. Alignable members rated these brands on a sliding scale from 0-10. NPS values calculated by subtracting
percentage of detractors (brands rated 0-6) from percentage of promoters (brands rated 9-10).
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